The Mohawk

Category: Radical

The Mohawk is also referred to as a mohican in British English, a hairstyle in which, in the most common variety, both sides of the head are shaved, leaving a strip of relatively longer hair in the center. The Mohawk is also sometimes referred to as an "a" in reference to the Innu family, from whom the hairstyle is derived. Often historically the hair was pulled out rather than shaved. Additionally, hairstyles resembling those worn by the Mohawks, Mohican/Mohican Mohican, or other phonetically similar it has...
The Mohawk

Category: Radical

Wiki info: The mohawk is also referred to as a mohican or Mohican male. It is a hairstyle in which the hair is shaved on both sides of the head and the hair in the center is left unshaved. The mohawk is also sometimes referred to as an emu, in reference to the emu, from whom the hairstyle is derived. The hair was plucked out rather than shaved. Additionally, haircuts bearing similar names more closely resemble those worn by the Mohicans, rather than the Mohawk, Mohican/Mohican, Mohi- gan, or other phonetically similar tribes.
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The Mohawk
Category: Radical

Wiki Info:
The Mohawk is also referred to as a mohican in British English. It is a hairstyle in which the sides and back of the head are shaved, leaving a strip of noticeably longer hair in the center. The Mohawk is also sometimes referred to as an ice in reference to the snow, from which the hairstyle is thought to be derived. The hair is often given a horizontal look by being cut close to the head or shaved. Alternatively, a hair style resembling a Mohawk but with a lower center may be referred to as a "Mohican Mohawk" or a "Mohican Mo-Top."
The Mop-top
Category: '60's mod

Wiki Info: The Beatles haircut, also known as the mop-top or mop-top — because of its resemblance to a mop — or Arthur amongst fans, is a mid-length hairstyle named after and popularized by the Beatles. It is a straight cut, color-length at the back and over the ears, with a straight fringe (bangs).

Pictures: [Image links]
Messy but Dressy

Category: Casual

Wiki Info: Slightly disheveled hair with some lift and texture. Think of it as polished bedhead—just doesn’t look like you just woke up, but there isn’t really comb lines in your hair either. “For a while now we were over-groomed, so it’s refreshing to see this kind of effortless hair again,” says Arne, a celebrity stylist whose clients include Elijah Wood, Darren Criss, and Michael Fassbender. “Just remember to keep your clothes matted, so the overall look isn’t messy.”

Pictures: [Images of different hairstyles and grooming tips]
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Deep Side Part

Category: Business Casual

Wiki Info: The side part hairstyle got its start in the early 1920s during a time when a man needed his hair to stay neat and tidy while putting on and removing his hat throughout the day. Back then you could see the look donned by such famous movie stars as Humphrey Bogart and Clark Gable. In fact, it's probably safe to assume that your grandparentsRoad the look at some point. It's a style that has been remembered throughout the decades and this one is no exception.
Your current haircut

Select the haircut of your choice.

Deep Side Part

Messy Cut

Mohawk